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PREFACE 

the characteristics which zoology, social anatomy or inductive psycho

logy recognize in these various products of the natural or historical 

process- 1 am the absolute source, my existence does not stem from 

my antecedents, from my physical and social environment; instead it 
moves out towards them and sustains them, for I alone bring into 

being for myself (and therefore into being in the only sense that the 

word can have for me) the tradition which I elect to carry on, or the 

horizon whose distance from me would be abolished-since that 

distance is not one of its properties-if 1 were not there to scan it with 

my gaze. Scientific points of view, according to which my existence is 

a moment of the world's, are always both naive and at the same time 

dishonest, because they take for granted, without explicitly mention

ing it, the other point of view, namely that of consciousness, through 

which from the outset a world forms itself round me and begins to 

exist for me. To return to things themselves is to return to that world 

which precedes knowledge, of which knowledge always speaks, and in 

relation to which every scientific schematization is ao abstract and 

derivative sign-language, as is geography in relation to the country

side in which we have learnt beforehand what a forest, a prairie or a 

river is. 
This move is absolutely distinct from the idealist return to con

sciousness, and the demand for a pure description excludes equally 

the procedure of analytical reflection on the one hand, and that of 

scientific explanation on the other. Descartes and particularly Kant 

detached the subject, or consciousness, by showing that I could not 

possibly apprehend anything as existing unless I first of all experienced 

myself as existing in the act of apprehending it. They presented con

sciousness, the absolute certainty of my existence for myself, as the 

condition of there being anything at all; and the act of relating as the 

basis of relatedness. It is true that the act of relating is nothing if 

divorced from the spectacle of the world in which relations are 

found; the unity of consciousness in Kant is achieved simultaneously 

with that of the world. And in Descartes methodical doubt does not 

deprive us of anything, since the whole world, at least in so far as we 

experience it, is reinstated in the Cog ito, enjoying equal certainty, and 

simply labelled 'thought about .. .'. But the relations between sub

ject and world are not strictly bilateral: if they were, the certainty of 

the world would, in Descartes, be immediately given with that of the 

Cogito, and Kant would not have talked aE:o his 'Copernican 
revolution·. Analytical reflection starts from o r experience of the 

world and goes back to the subject as to a c ndition of possibility 

distinct from that experience, revealing the all-embracing syntnesis as 

that without which there would be no world. To this extent it ceases 

to remain part of our experience and offers, in place of an account, a 
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PREFACE 

berate taking up of a position; it is the background from which aJI 

acts stand out, and is presupposed by them. The world is not an 

object such that I have in my possession the law of its making; it is 

the natural setting of, and field for, all my thoughts and all my 

explicit perceptions. Truth does not 'inhabit' only 'the inner man',1 

or more accurately, there is no inner man, man is in the world, and 

only in the world does he know himself. When l return to myself from 

an excursion into the realm of dogmatic common sense or of science, 

J find, not a source of intrinsic truth, but a subject destined to be in 

the world. 

AJI of which reveals the true meaning of the famous..ph.enomena.

logical reduction. There is probably no question over which Husser! 

has spent more time-or to which he has more often returned, since 

the 'problematic of reduction' occupies an important place in his 

unpublished work. For a long time, aod even in recent texts, the re

duction is presented as the return to a transcendental consciousness 

before which the world is spread out and completely transparent, 

quickened through and through by a series of apperceptions which it 

is the philosopher's task to reconstitute on the basis of their outcome. 

Thus my sensation of redness is perceived as the manifestation of a 

certain redness experienced, this in turn as the manifestation of a red 

surface, which is the manifestation of a piece of red cardboard, and 

this finally is the manifestation or outline of a red thing, namely this 

book. We are to understand, then, that it is the apprehension of a 

certain hyle, as indicating a phenomenon of a higher degree, the Sinn

gebung, or active meaning-giving operation which may be said to 

define consciousness, so that the world is notrung but 'world-as

meaning', and the phenomenological -reduction is idealistic, in the 

sense that there is here a transcendental idealism which treats the 

world as an indivisible unity of value shared by Peter and Paul, in 

which their perspectives blend. 'Peter's consciousness' and 'Paul's 

consciousness' are in communication, the perception of the world 'by 

Peter' is not Peter's doing any more than its perception 'by Paul' is 

Paul's doing; in each case it is the doing of pre-personal forms of 

consciousness, whose communication raises no problem, since it is 

demanded by the very definition of consciousness, meaning or truth. 

In so far as I am a consciousness, that is, in so far as something has 

meaning for me, I am neither here nor there, neither Peter nor Paul ; 

I am in no way distinguishable from an 'other' consciousness, since 

we are immediately in touch with the world and since the world is, by 

definition, unique, being the system in which all truths cohere. A 

logically consistent transcendental idealism rids the world of its 

~te re9i; in interiore homine habitat veritas (Saint Augustine). 
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PREFACE 

opacity and its transcendence. The world is precisely that thing of 
whi~h we form a representation, not as men or as emp1rical subjects, 
but 10 so far as we are a ll one light and participate in the One without 
destroying its unity. Analytical reflection knows nothing of the pro
blem of other minds, or of that of the world, because it insists that 
with the first glimmer of consciousness there appears in me theoreti
cally the power of reaching some universal truth, and that the other 
person, being equally without thisness, location or body, the Alter 
and the Ego are one and the same in the true world which is the 
unifier of minds. There is no difficulty in understanding how 1 can 
conceive the Other, because the I and consequently the Other are not 
co~c~ived as part of the woven stuff of phenomena; they have 
vahd1ty rather than existence. There is nothing hidden behind these 
faces and gestures, no domain to which I have no access, merely a 
Little shadow whi~h ? wes its very existence to the light. For Husser!, 
on the contrary, 1t IS well known that there is a_Qro6lem of ot.her 
people, and the alter ego is a paradox. Yftiieother is truly for himself 
a1one, beyond his being for me, and if we are for each other and not 
both for God,~must necessarily have some appearance for each 
other. !fe must and J must have an outer appearance, and there must 
be, besades the perspective of the For Oneself-my view of myself and 
the o ther's of himself-a perspective of For Others- my view of 
others and theirs of me. Of course, these two perspectives, in each 
one of us, cannot be simply juxtaposed, for in that case it is not I 
that the other would see, nor he that I should see. 1 must be the 
exterior that I present to others, and the body of the other must be the 
other himself. This paradox and the diafectic of the Ego and the 
Alter are possible only provided that the Ego and the Alter Ego are 
defined by their situation and are not freed from a ll inherence· that is 
provided that philosophy does no t culminate in a return to ~he self 
and that I discover by reOection no t only my presence to myself, bu~ 
also the possibility of an 'outside spectator'; that is, again, provided 
that at the very moment when I experience my existence-at the ulti
ma~e extremity of reflection- ! fall short of the ultimate density 
wh•.ch wo~d place me outside time, and that I discover within myself 
? k!n~ of ~temal weakness standing in the way of my being totally 
mdiVIdualized: a weakness which exposes me to the gaze of others as 
a man am.ong men or a t least as a consciousness among conscious
nesses. Hitherto the Cogito depreciated the perception of others 
teaching me as it did that the J is accessible only to itself, since i; 
defined me as the thought which r have of myself, and which clearly 
I am a lone in having, at least in this ultimate sense. For the 'other' 
to be more than an empty word, it is necessary that my existence 
should never be reduced to my bare awareness of existing, but that it 
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should take in also the awarene s that one may ha~~ ?fit, and thus 
· elude my incarnation in some nature and the possabihty, a t least, of In . . . d 
a historical situation. The Cogito must reveal me 1n ~ sa~u~llon , an 
it is on this condition a~ooe tba.t tr~~scendental su.bJ~tJVJty can, as 
Husser! puts it, 1 be an mtersubJectJvaty. As a med~tating. Ego, I can 
clearly distinguish from mysel~ the .world. and t~ngs, s1nce I cer
tainly do no t exist in the way 1n wbach things. eXIst. I mus~ even set 
aside from myself my body understood as a thing am?ng things.' as. a 
collection of physico-chemical proce~ses: But. ev~n ·~ the cogttatto, 
which 1 thus discover, is without location an obJective tJme and space, 
't is not without place in the phenomenological world. The world, 
~hich I distinguished from myself as the totality of things o r of pro
cesses Linked by causal rela tionships, I rediscove~ 'in ~e· ~s the ~cr
manent horizon of all my cogitationes and as a dJmens1on 10 relation 
to which I am constantly situating myself. The true Cogito do~s .not 
define the subject's existence in terms of the thought he bas ofeJUs~ng, 
and furthermore does not convert tbe indubitability of the world.anto 
tbe indubitability of thought about the worl~, nor finally does at r~
place the world itself b~ the world .as ~earung. On the contrary at 
recognizes my thought ttself as an malienable fact, and does away 
with any kind of idealism in revealing me as 'being-in-the-world'. 

It is because we are through and through compounded of relation
ships with the world that for us the only way to ~conte a war~ ?f the 
fact is to suspend the resultant activity, to refuse at our complict~Y (lo 
look at it ohne mitzumachen, as Husser! often says), o r yet agam, to 
put it 'out of play'. Not because we reject the certainties of common 
sense and a natural attitude to things-they are, on the contrary, the 
constant theme of philosophy-but because, being the presupposed 
basis of any thought, they are taken for granted,and go unnoticed,and 
because in order to a rouse them ana bring them to view~e haye to 
suspend!oi a moment our recognitio~ of them. The be~t formulatio~ 
of the reduction is probably that gJVen by Eugen Fmk, Husserl s 
assistant, when be spoke of 'wonder' in the face of the w?rld.2 

Reflection does not withdraw from the world towards the umty of 
consciousness as the world's basis; it steps back to watch the fo rms of 
transcendence fly up like sparks from a fire; it slackens the intentional 
threads which a ttach us to the world and thus brings them to our 
notice· it alone is consciousness of the world because it reveals that 
world 'as strange and paradoxical. Husserl's transcendental is not 
Kant's and Husser! accuses Kant's philosophy of being 'worldly', 

' Die Krisls der europliischen Wissenschqfien und die tronJzendantole Phlino
menologie, m (unpublished). 

• Die phiinomenologlscht Plrilosophie Edmund Husserls in der gegenwlJrt fgen 
Krltik, pp. 331 and ff. 
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because it makes use of our relation to the world, which is the motive 
force of the transcendental deduction, and makes the world im
manent in the subject, instead of being filled with wonder at it and 
conceiving the subject as a process of transcendence towards the 
world. All the misunderstandings with his interpreters, with the 
existentialist 'dissidents' and finally with himself, have arisen from 
the fact that in order to see the world and grasp it as paradoxical, we 
must break with our familiar acceptance of it and, a lso, from the fact 
that from this break we can learn notlting but the unmotivated up
surge of the world. The most important lesson wruch the reduction 
tcache~ us is the jmpossibility of a complete reduction. This is why 
H usser! is constantly re-examining the possibility of the reduction. If 
we were absolute mind, the reduction would present no problem. 
But since, on the contrary, we are in the world, since indeed our 
reflections are carried out in the temporal Hux on to which we arc 
trying to seize (since they sich einstromen, as H usser! says), there is no 
thought which embraces all our thought. T he philosopher, as the 
unpublished works declare, is a perpetual beginner, which mea ns 
that he takes for granted nothing that men, learned or otherwise, 
believe they know. It means also that pltilosophy itself must not take 
itself for granted, in so far as it may have managed to say something 
true; that it is an ever-renewed experiment in making its own begin
ning; that it consists wholly in the description of this beginning, and 
finally, that radical reflection amounts to a consciousness of its own 
dependence on an unreflective life wltich is its initial situation, un
changing, given once and for a ll. far from being, as has been thought, 
a procedure of idealistic philosophy, phenomenological reduction 
belongs to existential philosophy: Heidcgger's 'being-in-the-world' 
appears only against the background of the phenomenological 
reduction. 

A misunderstanding of a similar kind confuses the notion of the 
'essences' in H usser!. Every reduction, says H usser!, as well as being 
transcendental is necessarily eidetic. T hat means that we cannot sub
ject our perception of the world to philosophica l scrutiny wi thout 
ceasing to be identified with thal act of positing the world, with that 
interest in it which delimits us, without drawing back from our com
mitment which is itself thus made to appear as a spectacle, without 
passing from the fact of our existence to its nature, from the Dascin to 
the Wcsen. But it is clear that the essence is here not the end, but a 
means, that our eAectivc involvement in the world is precisely wha t 
bas to be understood and made amenable to conceptual izatjoo, fo r it 
is what polarizes a ll our conceptual particularizations. T he need to 
proceed by way of essences does not mean that philosophy takes them 
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is the essence of the thing and resides in it on the same footing as its 
colour and its form. For pre-scientific thinking, naming an object is 
causing it to exist or changing it: God creates beings by naming 
them and magic operates upon them by speaking of them. These 
'mistakes' would be unexplainable if speech rested on the concept, 
for the latter ought always to know itself as distinct from the former, 
and to know the former as an external accompaniment. If it is pointed 
out in reply that the child learns to know objects through the designa
tions of language, that thus, given in the first place as linguistic enti
ties, objects receive only secondarily their natural existence, and that 
finally the actual existence of a linguistic community accou nts for 
childish beliefs, this explanation leaves the problem untouched, since, 
if the cruld can know himself as a member of a linguistic community 
before knowing himself as thinking about some Nature, it is con
ditional upon the subject's being able to overlook himself as universal 
thought and apprehend himself as speech, and on the fact that the 
word, far from being the mere sign of objects and meanings, inhabits 
things and is the vehicle of meanings. Thus speech, in the speaker, 
does not translate ready-made thouglit, but accomplishes it. A 
fortiori must it be recognized that the listener receives thought from 
speech itself. At first sight, it might appear that speech heard can 
bring him nothing: it is be who gives to words and sentences their 
meaning, and the very combination of words and sentences is not an 
aliert import, since it would not be understood if it did not encounter 
in the listener the ability spontaneously to effect it. Here, as every
where, it seems at first sight true that consciousness can find in its 
experience only what it has itself put there. Thus the experience of 
communication would appear to be an illusion. A consciousness con
structs-for x-that linguistic mechanism which will provide another 
consciousness with the chance of having the same thoughts, but 
nothing really passes between them. Yet, the problem being how, to 
all appearances, consciousness learns something, the solution cannot 
consist in saying that it knows everything in advance. The fact is that 
we have the power to understand over and above what we may have 
spontaneously thought. People can speak to us only a language which 
we already understand, each word of a difficult text awakens in us 
thoughts which were ou rs beforehand , but these meanings sometimes 
combine to form new thought which recasts them all, and we are 
transported to the heart of the matter, we fi nd the source. Here there 
is nothing comparable to the solution of a problem, where we dis-

1 TI1ere is, of course, every reason 10 dis1inguish belween an au1hen1ic speech, 
which formulales for 1he first lime, and second-order c~pre~sion. speech aboul 
speech, which makes up !he general run of empirical language. Only 1hc firs! is 
idcnlical w11h lhought. 
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and reconsider ordinary descriptions which immobilize thought and 
speech, and make anything other than external relations between 
them inconceivable. We must recognize first of all U1at thought, in 
the speaking subject, is not a representation, that is, that it does not 
expressly posit objects or relations. The orator does not think before 
speaking, nor even while speaking; his ~ech is his thought. In the 
same way the listener does not form concepts on the basis of signs. 
The orator's 'thought' is empty while he is speaking and, when a 
text is read to us, provided that it is read with expression, we have no 
thought marginal to the text itself, for the words fully occupy our 
mind and exactly fulfil our expectations, and we feel the necessity of 
the speech. Although we arc unable to predict its course, we a re pos
sessed by it. The end of the speech or text will be the lifling of a spell. 
1t is at this stage that thoughts on the speech or text will be able to 
arise. Previously the speech was improvised and the text understood 
without the intervention of a single thought; the sense was everywhere 
present, and nowhere posited for its own sake. The speaking subject 
does not think of the sense of what he is saying, nor does he visualjze 
the words which he is using. To know a word or a language is, as we 
have said, not to be able to bring into play any pre-established 
nervous network. But neither is it to retain some 'pure recollection' 
of the word, some faded perception. The Bergsonian dualism of 
habit-memory and pure recollection does not account for the ncar
presence of the words I know: they are behind me.., like things behind 
my back, or like the city's horizon round my house, I reckon with 
them or rely on them, but without having any 'verbal image'. In so 
far as they persist within me, it is rather as does the Freudian Imago 
which is much less the representation of a former perception than a 
highly specific emotional essence, which is yet generalized, and de
tached from its empirical origins. What remains to me of the word 
once learnt is its style as constituted by its formation and sound. 
What we have said earlier about the 'representation of movement' 
must be repeated concerning the verbal image: I do not need to 
visualize external space and my own body in order to move one with
in the other. Jt is enough that they exist for me, and that they fo rm 
:1 certain field of action spread around me. In the same way T do not 
need to visualize the word in order to know and pronounce it. It is 
enough that I possess its articulatory and acoustic style as one of the 
modulations, one of the possible uses of my body. I reach back for 
the word as my hand reaches towards the part of my body which is 
being pricked; the word has a certain location in my linguistic world , 
and is part of my equipment. I have only one means of representing 
it, which is uttering it, just as the artist has only one means of repre
senting the work on which he is engaged: by doing it. When r imagine 
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smoke betrays fire. Speech and thought would admit of this external 
relation only if they were both thematicaJiy given, whereas in fact they 
are intervolved, the sense being held within the word, and the word 
being the external existence of the sense. Nor can we concede, as is 
commonly done, that speech is a mere means of fixation, nor yet 
that it is the envelope and clothing of thought. Why should it be 
easier to recall words or phrases than thoughts, if the alleged verbal 
images need to be reconstructed on every occasion? And why should 
thought seek to duplicate itself or clothe itself in a succession of utter
ances, if the latter do not carry and contain within themselves their 
own meaning? Words cannot be 'strongholds of thought", nor can 
thought seek expression, unless words are in themselves a compre
hensible text, and unless speech possesses a power of significance 
entirely its own. The word and speech must somehow cease to be a 
way of designating things or thoughts, and become the presence of 
that thought in the phenomenal world, and, moreover, not its cloth
ing but its token or its body. There must be, as psychologists say, a 
'linguistic concept' (Sprachbegriff)l or a word concept (Wortbegri.ff), 
a 'central inner experience, specifically verbal, thanks to which the 
sound , heard, uttered, read or written, becomes a linguisUc fact'. 3 

Certain patients can read a text, 'putting expression into it', without, 
however, understanding it. This is because the spoken or written 
words carry a top coating of meaning which sticks to them and which 
presents the thought as a style, an affective value, a piece of existen
tial mimicry, rather than as a conceptual statement. We find here, 
beneath the conceptual meaning of the words, an existential meaning 
which is not only rendered by them, but which inhabits them, and is 
inseparable from them. The greatest service done by expression is 
not to commit to writing ideas which might be lost. A writer hardly 
ever re-reads his own works, and great works leave in us at a first 
reading all that we shall ever subsequently get out of them. The pro
cess of expression, when it is successful, does not merely leave for the 
reader and the writer himself a kind of reminder, it brings the mean
ing into existence as a thing a t the very heart of the text, it brings it to 
life in an organism of words, establishing it in the writer or the reader 
as a new sense organ, opening a new field or a new dimension to our 
experience. This power of expression is well known in the arts, for 
example in music. The musical meaning of a sonata is inseparable 
from the sounds which are its vehicle: before we have heard it no 
analysis enables us to anticipate it; once the performance is over, we 
shall, in our intellectual analyses of the music, be unable to do any
thing but carry ourselves back to the moment of experiencing it. 

1 Cassirer, Philosophit der symboflsclren Formen, Jll, p. 383. 
1 Goldstein, L'Arralyse de /'aphasie et /'essence du /angage, p. 4S9. 
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During the performance, the notes _are not _only the '~igns' of the 
ooata, but it is there through them, 1t enters mto them. In the same 5 
ay the actress becomes invisible, and it is Phaedra who appears. 

~he meaning swallows up the signs, and Phaedra has so completely 
taken possession ofBerma that her passion _as Phaed~a appears the 
apotheosis of ease and _natural_ne~.• A~sthet1c ~xpress1on confers _on 
what it expresses an ex1stence m 1tself, 1nstalls 1t 1n nature. as a thing 
perceived and accessjbJe to all, or conversely plucks the stgos them
selves~the person of the actor, or the colours and canv~ of the 
pajnter-from their empirical existence and bears them off mto ~n
other world. No one will deny that here the process of expression 
brings the meaning into being or makes _it effective, and does not 
merely translate it. It is no different, desptl_e what may appear ~o be 
the case, with the expression of thoughts tn speech.Jhought 1s no 
'internal' thing, and docs not exist independently of the world an~ of 
words. What misleads us in this connection, and causes us to beheve 
in a thought which exists for itself prior to expression, is thought 
already constituted and expressed, w~ich w~ ca_n silently_ recaU_ to ~ " 
ourselves, and through which_ we a~u•r.e t.!!£._tllusJOn of a~1~er h~e. 
But in reality thjs supposed stlence ts ahve wtth words, thts mner life 
is an inner language. 'Pure' thought reduces itself to a certain void of 
consciousness to a momentary desire. The new sense-giving intentjon 
knows itself ~nly by donning already available meanings, the out-
come of previous acts of expression. The available meanings sud-
denly link up in accordance with an unknown law, and once and for 
all a fresh cultural enUty has taken on an existence. Thought and ex
pression, then, are simultaneously constituted, when our cultural 
store is put at the service of this unknown Jaw, as ou r body suddenly 
tends itself to some new gesture in the formation of habit. The spoken 
word is a genuine gesture, and it contains its meaning in ~e s~me way 
as the gesture contains its. This is what makes communtcatton po~-
sible. In order that I may understand the words of another person, 1t 
is clear that his vocabulary and syntax must be 'already known' to 
me. But that does not mean that words do their work by arousing in 
me 'representations' associated with them, and which in aggregate 
eventually reproduce in me the original 'representation' of the 
speaker. What I communicate with p~imarily is _not 'represen_tatjoos' 
or thought, but a speaking subject, w~th ~ certam style of bem~ ~nd 
with the 'world' at which he directs hts atm. Just as the sense-gtvmg 
intention which has set in motion the other person's speech is not an 
explicit thought, but a certain lack which is asking to be made good, 
so my taking up of this intention is not a process of thinking on my 

• Proust, Swarr11's Way, 11 , trans. C. K. Scott Moncrieff, p. ISS. 
I Proust, The Guermallft!S Way, I , pp. ss and rr. 
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part, but a synchronizing change of my own existence, a transforma
tion of my being. We live in a world where speech is an institution. 
For all these many commonplace utterances, we possess within our
selves ready-made meanings. They arouse in us only second order 
thoughts; these in turn are translated into other words which demand 
from us no real effort of expression and will demand from our hearers 
no effort of comprehension. Thus language and the understanding of 
language apparently raise no problems. The linguistic and intersub
jective world no longer surprises us, we no longer distinguish it from 
the world itself, and it is wjtbin a world already spoken._and S.Qeaki~g 
that we think. We become unaware of the contingent element in ex
pression and communication, whether it be in the child learning to 
speak, or in the writer saying and thinking something for the fi rst 
time, in short, in all who~ certain kind Qf_slle.ncUilto 
~ch. It is, however, quite clear that constituted speech, as it oper-
ates in daily life, assumes that the decisive step of expression has been 
taken. Our view of man will remain superficial so long as we fail to 
go back to that origin, so long as we fail to find, beneath the chatter 
of words, the primordial silence, and as long as we do not describe 

- the action which breaks this silence. The spoken word is a gesture, 
and its meaning, a world. 

Modern psychology1 has demonstrated that the spectator does not 
look within himself into his personal experience for the meaning of 
the gestures which he is witnessing. Faced with an angry or threaten
ing gesture, I have no need, in order to understand it, to recall the 
feelings which I myself experienced when I used these gestures on my 
own account. I am not well able to visualize, in my mind's eye, the 
outward signs of anger, so that a decisive factor is missing for any 
association by resemblance or reasoning by analogy, and what is 
more, I do not see anger or a threatening attitude as a psychic fact 
hidden behind the gesture, I read anger into it. The gesture does not 
make me think of anger, it is anger itself. However, the meaning of 
the gesture is not perceived as the colour of the carpet, for example, 
is perceived. If it were given to me as a thing, it is not clear why my 
understanding of gestures should for the most part be confined to 
human ones. I do not 'understand' the sexual pantomime of the dog, 
still less of the cockchafer or the praying mantis. 1 do not even under
stand the expression of the emotions in primitive people or in circles 
too unlike the ones in which I move. If a child happens to witness 
sexual intercourse, it may understand it although it has no experience 
of desire and of the bodily attitudes which translate it. The sexual 
scene will be merely an unfamiliar and disturbing spectacle, without 
meaning unless the child has reached the stage of sexual maturity at 

1 For example, M. Scheler, Nature t l Formes dt Ia Sympathit, pp. 347 and tr. 
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objects of thought which are constituted in terms oft bose meanings'.• 
Human spaces present themselves as built on the basis of natural 
space, and 'non-objectifying acts', to speak the language of Husser( 
as based on 'objectifying acts'.1 The novelty of phenomenology d~ 
not lie in denying the unity of experience, but in finding a different 
basis for it than docs classical rationalism. For objectifying acts are 
not representations. Natural and primordia l space is not geometrical 
space, nor, correspondingly, is the unity of experience guaranteed by 
any universal thinker arraying its contents before me and ensuring 
that I possess complete knowledge of, and exercise complete power 
over it. It is merely foreshadowed by the horizons of possible objecti
fication, and it frees me from every pa rticula r setting only because it 
ties me to the world of nature or the in-itself, which includes aU of 
them. We must contrive to understand how, a t a stroke, existence 
projects round itself worlds which hide objectivity from me, at the 
same time fastening upon it as the aim of the teleology of conscious
ness, by picking out these 'worlds' against the background of one 
single natural world. 

l f myths, dreams and illusion are to be possible, the apparent and 
the real must remain ambiguous in the subject as in the object. It has 
often been said tha t consciousness~ by definition , admits of no separa
~ioo of ai>.Qearance and reali~, and by this we a re to understaria that, 
an our know led~ of ourselves, appearance is reality: if I think I see 
or feel, I indubitably see or feel, whatever may be true of the external 
object. Here reality appears in its entirety, real ~ing and appearance 
are one, and there is no reality other than tb.e appearance. I f this is 
true, there is no possibility that illusion and perception should have 
the same appearance, that my illusions should be perceptions with 
no object or my perceptions true hallucinations. The truth of percep
tion and the falsity of illusion m1.1st be implanted in them in the shape 
of some intrinsic characteristic, for otherwise the testimony of the 
other senses, of later experience, or of other people, which would re
main the only possible criterion, would then become unreliable, and 
we should never be aware of a p erception o r an illusion as such. If 
the whole being of my perception and the whole being of my illusion 
lies in the way they appear, then the truth which defines one and the 
fal sity which defines the other must be equally apparent. There will 
be between them, therefore, a structural difference. T rue perception 
will simply be a true perception. Illusion will be no perception a t all, 
a nd certainty will b.ave to extend from the vision or sensation as 
conceived ro perception as consti tutive of an object. The transparency 
of consciousness implies 1 he immanence and absolute certainly of the 

1 L. Binswnngcr, Das Raumprob/em in der Psychopatlrologie, p. 617. 
' Lcgische Umersuchungen, T. H, Vth Unters., pp. 387 and ff. 
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object. Yet it is of the nature of illusion not to present i_tself as such, 
and it is necessary that ~ shout? be able,_ if n_ot. to percetve an unreal 
object, at least to lose s1ght of 1ts unreality; 1t IS ~ecessary th~t th~re 
h uld be at least unawareness of failure to perce1ve, that the 1llus10n 

5 h~uld not be what it seems to be, and that for once the reality of an 
~ct of consciousness should be beyond its appeamnce. 

Are we then to separate appearance and Iealily within the subject? 
The difficuTty1s that once the brea k is made, it is irreparable: the 
lcarest appearance can henceforth be misleading, and this time it is 

~he phenomenon of truth which becomes _impossible. We ar~ not 
faced with a choice between a philosophy oftmmanence or a rational
ism which accounts only for perception and truth, and a. phi~osophy 
of transcendence or absurdity which accounts only fo r 1llus1on and 
error. We know that there are errors only becaus~ we possess truth, 
in the name ofwruch we correct errors and recogruze them as errors. 
In the same way the express recognition of a truth is _much m? re tha~ 
the mere existence within us of ~n uocb.allengeable l?ea_. an Immedi
ate faith in what is presented: 1t presuppos_es quest10nmg~ doubt, a 
break with the immediate, and is the correction _of any poss1ble ~rror. 
Any rationalism admits of at least one absurdtty, that of havm~ to 
be formulated as a thesis. Any philosophy of the. absurd recog~Jz~s 
some meaning at least in the affirmation of absurdity. I ~n re~a~~ 10 

the realm of the absurd only if I suspend all a~allo~, 1f, bke 
Montaigoe or the schizophrenic, I confine myselfw1lhin an mterroga
tion which I must not even formulate: for by forn;tulating it l sho~ld 
ask a question which, like any determinate quest1on, would entail a 
reply. If, in short, I face truth not.with its _negation, b~t with a state 
of non-truth or ambiguity, the actual opac1ty of my ex1stence. _In the 
same way, I can remain within the sphere of absolute self-e~1dence 
only if I refuse to make any affirmation, or to take anyll11ng for 
granted, if, as H usser! h~ it,_ I stan? in wo_nder before the wor!d,1 _and 
ceasing to be in league wtth tt, I brmg to light the How of m? tivallons 
which bear me along in it, making my life wholly aware of 1tself, and 
explicit. When I try to pass from this interrogative state to_an affi_rma
tion, and a fortiori when I try to express myself, I_ crystalhze an mde
fioite collection of motives within an act of consc1ousness, I revert to 
the implicit, that is, to the equivocal and to the w~rld's free play.' My 
absolute coDtact with myself, the identity of betng and appe_arance 
cannot be posited, but only lived as anterior to any affirmation. _In 
both cases therefore we have the same silence and the same vo1d. 
The experience of absurdity and that of absolute self-evidence are 

1 Fink, Die plrlinomenologisc/re Plrilosoplrie Husserls in der gegenwlirtigen 
Kritik, p. 350. · 82 

• The problem or expression is rererred to by F ink, op. cat., p. 3 · 
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mutually implicatory, and even indistinguishable. The world appears 
abs~rd, only if a demand for absolute consciousness ceaselessly dis
SOCiates from. each othe~ the "_leanings with which it swarms, and 
conve.rsely this demand IS .motivated by the conflict between those 

_, mearungs. Abs?lute se~f-evJdeoce ru;td the absurd are equivalent, not 
merely as philosophical affirmations, but also as experiences 
Ratiooa1ism and scepticism draw their sustenance !rom an actuaflrf~ 
o~ consciou.sness which they ?olh hypocritically take for granted, 
Without which they can be ne1ther conceived nor even experienced 
and in which it is impossible to say that everything has a significanc~· 
or that el•erything is nonsense, but only that there is significance. ~ 
Pascal says, doctrines have only to be pressed a little to abound with 
contradic.ti?~· a.nd. yet they give a first impression of clarity, and 
have an 1rutJal s1gndicance. A truth seen against a background of 
absurdity, and an absurdity which the teleology of consciousness 
presumes to be able to convert into truth, such is the primary pheno
menon. To say that. in consciousness. appearance and reality a re one 
or tha~they are separate, is to rule out consciousness of anytlUDg 
whatsoever, even as appearance. ow-such is the true cog ito-there 
i.§..cg_nsciou~ess of something, something shows itself._there is su~b 
a thing as a phenomenon. Consciousness is neither the positing of 
oneself, nor ignorance of oneself, it is not concealed from itself 
which m~s that .there is not~ing in it which does not in some way 
announ~ 1tself to 1t, a lthough 1t .does not need to know this explicitly. 
ln .consciOusness, appearance JS not being, but the phenomenon. 
This new cogito, because it is anterior to revealed truth and error 
makes both possible. The lived is certainly lived by me, nor am i 
ignorant of the feelings which I repress, and in this sense there is no 
unconscious. But I can experience more things than I represent to 
myself, and. my being is not reducible to what expressly appears to 
me concerrung myself. That which is merely lived is ambivalent· there 
are feelings in me which I do not name, and also spurious s~tes of 
well-being to which I am not fully given over. The difference between 
illusion and perception is intrinsic, and the truth of perception can be 
read off onlr from perception itself. If, on a sunken path, I think I can 
~ee, so.me diStance away, a broad, Bat stone on the ground, which is 
m reality a patch of sunlight, J cannot say that I ever see the Bat stone 
i~ the sense in which I am to see, as I draw nearer, the patch of sun
light. The Bat stone, like all things at a distanee, appears only in a 
tiel? of confused structure in which connections are not yet clearly 
art1culated. In this sense, the illusion, like the image, is not observ
able, w~ch means that my body has no grip on it, and that I cannot 
unfold. 1t. befor~ m~ ~y a~y exploratory acUon. And yet, I am capable 
of orrutllng this d1st~nctJon and of famng into illusion. It is untrue 
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that if I confine myself to what I really see, I am never mistaken and 
that' sensation at least leaves no room for doubt. Every sensation is 
already pregnant with a meaning, inserted into a configuration which 
is either obscure or clear, and there is no sense-datum which remains 
unchanged when I pass from the illusory stone to the real patch of 
sunlight. The infallibility of sensation entails that of perception, and 
wouJd rule out illusion. I see the illusory stone in the sense that my 
whole perceptual and motor field endows the bright spot with the 
significance 'stone on the path'. And already I prepare to feel under 
my foot this smooth, firm surface. The fact is that correct and illusory 
vision are not distinguishable in the way that adequate and inade
quate thought are: as thought, that is, which is respectively consum
mate and lacunary. I say that I perceive correctly when my body has 
a precise hold on the spectacle, but that does not mean that my hold 
is ever all-embracing; it would be so only ifl had succeeded in reduc
ing to a state of articulate perception all the inner and outer horizons 
of the object, which is in the nature of things impossible. r n experienc
ing a perceived truth, I assume that the concordance so far experi
enced would hold for a more detailed observation; I place my con
fidence in the world. Perceiving is pinning one's faith, at a stroke, in 
a whole future of experiences, and doing so in a present which never 
strictly guarantees the future; it is _placing one's belief in a world. It 
is this opening upon a world which makes possible perceptual truth 
and the actual effecting of a Wahr-Nehmung, thus enabling us to 
'cross out' the previous illusion and regard it as null and void. Seeing, 
some distance away in the margin of my visual field, a large moving 
shadow, I look in that direction and the phantasm shrinks and takes 
up its due place; it was simply a By near my eye. !was conscious of 
seeing a shadow and now I am conscious of having seen nothing more 
than a fly. My adherence to the world enables me to allow for the 
variations in the cogito, to favour one cogito at the expense of another 
and to catch up with the truth of my thinking beyond its appearances. 
In the very moment of illusion this possibility of correction was pre
sented to me, because illusion too makes use of this belief in the world 
and is dependent upon it while contracting into a solid appearance, 
and because in this way, always being open upon a horizon of pos
sible verifications, it does not cut me off from truth. But, for the same 
reason, I am not immune from error, since the world which I seek to 
achieve through each appearance, and which endows that appearance, 
rightly or wrongly, with the weight of truth, never necessarily requires 
this particular appearance. There is the absolute certainty of the 
world in general, but not of any one thing in particular. Conscious
ness is removed from being, and from its own being, and at the same 
time united with them, by the thickness of the world. The true cogito 
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is not the intimate communing of thought with the thought of that 
thought: they meet on1y on passing through the world. The con
sciousness of tbe world is not based on self-consciousness: they are 
strictly contemporary. There is a world for me because I am not un
aware of myself; and I am not concealed from myself because I have 
a world. This pre-conscious possession of the world remains to be 
analysed in the pre-reflective cogito. 
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future lies in the new landscapes which await him at the estuary, and 
the course of time is no longer the stream itself: it is the landscape as 
it rolls by for the moving observer. Time is, therefore, not a real pro
cess, not an actual succession that I am content to record. It arises 
from my relation to things. Within things themselves, the future and 
the past are in a kind of eternal state of pre-existence and survival; 
the water which will flow by tomorrow is at this moment at its 50urce, 
the water which has just p!lssed is now a little further downstream in 
the valley. What is past or future for me is present in the world . It is 
often said that, within things themselves, the future is not yet, the 
past is no longer, while the present, strictly speaking, is infinitesimal, 
so that time collapses. That is why Leibnitz was able to define the 
objective world as mens momentanea, and why Saint Augustine, in 
order to constitute time, required, besides the presence of the pre
sent, a presence of the past and of the future. But let us be clear about 
what they mean. If the objective world is incapable of sustaining 
time, it is not because it is in some way too narrow, and that we need 
to add to it a bit of past and a bit of future. Past and future exist only 
too unmistakably in the world, they exist in the present, and what 
being itself lacks in order to be of the temporal order, is the not
being of elsewhere, formerly and tomorrow. The objective world is 
too much of a plenum for there to be time. Past and future withdraw 
of their own accord from being and move over into subjectivity in 
search, not of some real support, but, on the contrary, of a possi
bility of not-being which accords with their nature. If we separate the 
objective world from the finite perspectives which open upon it, and 
posit it in itself, we find everywhere in it only so many instances of 
'now'. T hese instances of 'now', moreover, not being present to any
body, have no temporal character and could not occur in sequence. 
The definition of time which is implicit in the comparisons under
taken by common sense, and which might be formula ted as 'a suc
cession of instances of now' 1 has not even the disadvantage of treating 
past and future as presents: it is inconsistent, since it destroys the 
very notion of 'now', and that of succession. 

We should, then, gain nothing by transferring into ourselves the 
time that belongs to things, if we repeated 'in consciousness' the 
mistake of defining it as a succession of instances of now. Yet this is 
what psychologists do when they try to 'explain' consciousness of the 
past in terms of memories, and consciousness of the future in terms 
of the projection of these memories ahead of us. The refutation of 
'physiological theories' of memory, in Bergson for example, is under
taken in the domain of causal explanation; it consists in showing 
that paths in the brain and other bodily expedients are not adequate 

1 'Nacheinander der Jempunkte,' Heidegger, Sei11und Zeit, for example p. 422. 
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